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Setting the Stage: Today, Texas or Tejas,
is the second largest state in the United
States by area (after Alaska) with an
area of 268,820 square miles (696,200
km). and population (after California).
Located in the South Central region,
Texas shares borders with the states of
Louisiana to the east, Arkansas to the
northeast, Oklahoma to the north, New
Mexico to the west, and the Mexican
states of Chihuahua, Coahuila, Nuevo
León, and Tamaulipas to the southwest,
and has a coastline with the Gulf of
Mexico to the southeast. Texas is
nicknamed the “Lone Star State” for its
former status as an independent
republic, and as a reminder of the
state’s struggle for independence from Mexico. The origin of Texas’ name is from the
word taysha, which means “friends” in the Caddo Indian language.
Though 10% larger than France and almost twice as large as Germany or Japan, it
ranks only 27th worldwide amongst country subdivisions by size. If it were an
independent country, Texas would be the 40th largest behind Chile and Zambia.
Due to its size and geologic features such as the Balcones Fault, Texas contains
diverse landscapes common to both the U.S. Southern and the Southwestern regions.
Although Texas is popularly associated with the U.S. southwestern deserts, less than ten
percent of Texas's land area is desert. Most of the population centers are in areas of
former prairies, grasslands, forests, and the coastline. Traveling from east to west, one
can observe terrain that ranges from coastal swamps and piney woods, to rolling plains
and rugged hills, and finally the desert and mountains of the Big Bend. Texas has 3,700
named streams and 15 major rivers, with the Rio Grande as the largest. Other major
rivers include the Pecos, the Brazos, Colorado, and Red River.
Texas lies between two major cultural spheres of Pre-Columbian North America:
the Southwestern and the Plains areas. Archaeologists have found that three major
indigenous cultures lived in this territory, and reached their developmental peak before
the first European contact. These were:
the Pueblo from the upper Rio Grande region, centered west of Texas;
the Mississippian culture, also known as Mound Builders, which extended along
the Mississippi River Valley east of Texas; and
• the civilizations of Mesoamerica, centered south of Texas. Influence of
Teotihuacan in northern Mexico peaked around AD 500 and declined over the 8th
to 10th centuries.
No culture was dominant in the present-day Texas region, and many peoples inhabited
the area. Native American tribes who lived inside the boundaries of present-day Texas
include the Alabama, Apache, Atakapan, Bidai, Caddo, Aranama, Comanche, Choctaw,
Coushatta, Hasinai, Jumano, Karankawa, Kickapoo, Kiowa, Tonkawa, and Wichita.
When Europeans arrived in the Texas region, there were several races of native
peoples divided into many smaller tribes. They were Caddoan, Atakapan, Athabaskan,
•
•
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Coahuiltecan, and Uto-Aztecan. The Uto-Aztecan Puebloan peoples lived neared the Rio
Grande in the western portion of the state, the Athabaskan-speaking Apache tribes lived
throughout the interior, the Caddoans controlled much of the Red River region and the
Atakapans were mostly centered along the Gulf Coast. At least one tribe of Coahuiltecans,
the Aranama, lived in southern Texas. This entire culture group, primarily centered in
northeastern Mexico, is now extinct. It is difficult to say who lived in the northwestern
region of the state originally. By the time the region came to be explored, it belonged to
the fairly well-known Comanche, another Uto-Aztecan people who had transitioned into a
powerful horse culture, but it is believed that they came later and did not live there
during the 16th century. It may have been claimed by several different peoples, including
Uto-Aztecans, Athabaskans, or even Dhegihan Siouans.
Spain was the first European country to claim and control the area of Texas.
France held a short-lived colony. Mexico controlled the territory until 1836 when Texas
won its independence, becoming an independent Republic. The Republic of Texas
(Spanish: República de Tejas) was a sovereign nation in North America that existed from
October 2, 1835, to February 19, 1846. It was bordered by Mexico to the west and
southwest, the Gulf of Mexico to the southeast, the two U.S. states of Louisiana and
Arkansas to the east and northeast, and United States territories encompassing parts of
the current U.S. states of Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming, and New Mexico to
the north and west. The citizens of the republic were known as Texians. In 1845, Texas
joined the union as the 28th state. The state's annexation set off a chain of events that led
to the Mexican–American War in 1846. A slave state before the American Civil War,
Texas declared its secession from the U.S. in early 1861, and officially joined the
Confederate States of America on March 2 of the same year.
Texas and Florida are called out on this website because (1) these are places that
are very personal because I have lived in both placed at a very impressionable time in
my life; and (2) because these two states are also significant cartographically through the
centuries.

Nicolas de La Fora's 1771 map of the northern frontier of New Spain clearly shows the
Provincia de los Tejas.
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Carte De La Louisiane Et Du Cours Du Mississipi . . . Juin 1718
De L'Isle 's map is “the first large-scale map accurately showing the lower Mississippi
River and surrounding areas” and the first printed map to properly locate and name
‘Texas.’ “The most important notation to Texas history [on the map]... was that
appearing along the Trinity: ‘Mission de los Tiejas, etablie in 1716.’ . . . This phrase marked
the first appearance of a form of the name Texas on a printed map, and thus Delisle has
received proper credit for establishing Texas as a geographic place name.” One of the
most widely copied and influential maps ever produced. The map contains the first
indications of the explorations of De Soto, Cavelier, Tonty, Moscoso and Denis. It
included the best depiction of the Mississippi River to date, for the first time presenting
a roughly accurate delineation of its entire length, as well as a semblance of accuracy
about many of its tributaries.
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Detail from De L’Isle’s map
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Jose de Urrutia and Nicolas Lafora, Mapa, que comprende la Frontera, de los Dominios del Rey,
en la America Septentrional, ([s.n.], 1769), Library of Congress, G4410 1769 .U7 TIL Vault.
A large and beautifully drawn map of Northern New Spain accompanying the report of a
Spanish survey for reorganizing defenses along the northern frontier to guard against British
expansion and Indian raiders.

Zebulon M. Pike, A map of the Internal Provinces of New Spain, (Philadelphia, 1810), Library of
Congress, G4295 1807 .P5 TIL. Information on this map was based on Pike’s personal
reconnaissance of the region, communication with his Spanish captor, and a manuscript copy of a
map of New Spain prepared by Alexander Humboldt for the War Department. Although viewed
as a slight improvement over Humboldt’s earlier map, much of the cartographic information is
generalized and inaccurate.
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Stephen F. Austin, Mapa geographico de la Provincial de TEXAS, por Estevan Austin, 1822,
([s.n.], 1822). This is the map Austin enclosed with his petition to the Mexican government to
legitimize his empresario grant, and includes his own observations and research, especially for
eastern Texas.
Courtesy of the Briscoe Center for American History, the University of Texas at Austin
Stephen F. Austin’s initial contribution to Texas cartography was the pen-and-ink and
watercolor map of 1822, which he filed during the petition process for recognition of his
empresario grant by the Mexican government. The map extends from near the 104th
meridian in the west to the Sabine River in the east and from the 34th parallel in the
north to below the mouth of the Nueces River in the south. The northern and eastern
boundaries were roughly those laid out under the Adams-Onis Treaty of 1819 between
the United States and Spain. While the map covers the area that includes Austin’s grant,
the Panhandle and trans-Pecos regions of the present-day state of Texas are absent. The
various rivers, which are so important in the history of Texas, are placed appropriately,
and their lengths were approximated. Beyond his own observations and research,
Austin’s depiction of eastern Texas reflects his debt to Humboldt and Pike, as does the
representation of some of the Texas coast to Puelles. Many towns, settlements, presidios
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(fortified military settlements), Native American villages, and the roads linking them
also are shown. In between the lower Brazos and Colorado rivers, Austin labeled his
then soon to be approved grant “Austiana, or Austin’s Settlement.”
Rivers are the most conspicuous geographical features on Austin’s map and are
demarcated accurately. Generally flowing from the northwest to the southeast, the river
systems of the Rio Grande, Nueces, Colorado, Brazos, Trinity, and Sabine, among others,
seem to proclaim the farming and ranching possibilities of Texas and especially the
lands of the Austin’s Colony. They also can be seen as potential arteries of
communication and commerce, leading to and from the Gulf of Mexico, as well as
between towns and settlements.
Several important land routes are indicated across the map that mostly cut in an
east-west direction. The central road, Camino que va a Natchitoches, proceeds from Laredo
in the southwest through Bexar (San Antonio) and Nacogdoches to Natchitoches in
Louisiana. A southern road Camino de va a los Opeluzas, leads again from Laredo through
La Bahia to Opelousas in Louisiana. And coming from the northwest to intersect the
Natchitoches road is the Camino de Comanches, the famous Comanche Trail first laid
down by migrating Native Americans.
As Dennis Reinhartz states in his article on the Austin’s maps, alluring as this
map might be to prospective immigrants with its water resources, roads, and towns, it
was marked conspicuously with the looming presence of Native Americans. Just below
the Lipan Apaches in the northwest of the province, the Comanches dominate the map.
In the second half of the 18th century, these two tribes formed a persistent threat to the
settlements on the northern frontier of New Spain that continued under the Mexican
republic. On the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, the Carancahuas (Karankawas), who Cabeza
de Vaca believed were cannibals when encountered three hundred years before, are
shown. Across the east the friendlier Cado, Cochata (Coushatta), Alabama, and others also
are indicated. And evident on the upper R. Nieves there is a village of the “Texas” (Tejas),
the people after whom the province and future republic and state were named. With this
prominent representation of Native Americans in Texas, especially the Comanche,
Austin was perhaps trying to influence the Mexican government to safeguard his
settlement from the Native Americans.
Although Austin was not a trained cartographer, Reinhartz states that the
significance of Austin’s 1822 map of Texas cannot be discounted. Firstly, it was the most
comprehensive and current depiction of the province of Texas to date. The Spanish and
Mexican administrations simply had nothing like it. Secondly, since it existed in
multiple contemporary copies, the information it held became public knowledge
quickly. Finally, the 1822 map also laid the groundwork for Austin’s far more influential
map of 1830. The 1822 map and Austin’s cartography of Texas that followed quite
possibly helped to endear him and his empresario venture to the Mexican government,
and conceivably serves as an explanation as to why in 1830 further American
colonization of Texas was proscribed, but the Austin colony was permitted to remain.
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Map of Texas, Florenzo Galli, 1826
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MAP OF TEXAS With Parts of the Adjoining States, Stephen F. Austin, 1830.
The 1830 first edition of the Austin map of Texas, arguably the single most important
map in Texas history, and one of the great rarities of cartographic Americana.
The Stephen F. Austin map of Texas occupies an important place in American
and Texan history and the progress of westward expansion. As the first broadly accurate
map of Texas to be published, it represents a monumental scientific achievement and
defined the geographic conception of Texas before and during the Republic period. It
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also proved to be a brilliant rhetorical device promoting Anglo-American settlement
and, later, the cause of Texan independence.
Few early maps of the American West have the importance, or romance, of
Stephen F. Austin’s 1830 Map of Texas with Parts of the Adjoining States. No part of the
west had been previously mapped on such a large scale and in such detail. It was the
first significant map to show the results of the Anglo-American immigration to Texas,
and it was the work of a man who was responsible for that immigration–the Father of
Modern Texas.
The map appeared in several editions until 1845. At the time the map was
published, the Anglo settlements in Texas were the vanguard of the American Western
movement; the excellence of Austin’s map makes it one of the most important maps of
Texas–not only for the state’s history, but for documenting the early trans-Mississippi
West.
Austin compiled this map over the course of more than five years, both to fulfill
a condition of his land grant from Mexico and to showcase Texas’s attractions to
potential settlers. The landscape is thus shown to be as inviting as possible. The natural
topography—in particular the profusion of river and stream systems—is depicted with
accuracy that far outstrips that of any previous map. The three earliest colonial grants—
Austin’s Colony, De Witt’s Colony and the second Austin Grant—are shown in wellwatered country in the southeast. The progress of development in Austin’s Colony is
emphasized by a number of American towns, many appearing for the first time on a
printed map. These are shown linked to one another, to the United States and to the
Mexican interior by an extensive road network. Beyond the grants are vast areas of
prairie populated by “large” and “immense” “droves” of wild cattle, horses and buffalo,
but also the domain of the fearsome Comanche nation.
This map of Texas was part of Austin’s campaign to encourage settlers to take up
homesteads on his lands. The huge Austin grants are clearly marked and are made as
attractive cartographically as possible. In an astute tribute to Austin’s benefactors, the
title block is surmounted by the Mexican coat of arms, a golden eagle holding a snake in
its beak and talons, surmounting a prickly pear cactus bearing the name of each Federal
state.
The creation of Austin’s map lies at the very center of the founding of modern
Texas. Prior to the 1820’s Tejas had been a largely neglected frontier province of New
Spain, which was in the throes of the revolution that would shortly establish Mexico’s
independence. The non-indigenous population numbered only 2,500, centered on a
handful of missions and presidios, and development was hindered by the resistance of
Comanche and Apache warriors who resented European encroachment. In the final days
of its control of Mexico, the Spanish regime granted concessions to foreigners to settle
certain frontier regions, in order to act as bulwarks against the native peoples and
developing the fertile land into a taxable province. One such concession was given in
January 1821 to American Moses Austin, with the proviso that he settle 300 Catholic
families along Texas’s Brazos River. Austin died shortly thereafter, and title passed to
his son, Stephen.
In 1822, Austin’s grant was rescinded during the political turmoil following
Mexican independence. He traveled to Mexico City in an effort to lobby the government
and, clearly understanding the power of cartography, drafted the Mapa geographico de la
provincia de Texas (1822) to support his efforts. While a crude endeavor when compared
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to his later work, this was for its time the most geographically advanced map of the
region.
In 1823, Austin succeeded in convincing the Mexican Congress to reinstate his
grant and was given the title of “empresario,” or agent of the colonizing scheme. He
then set about attracting settlers to his colony, with the first wave of families–“the Old
Three Hundred”–arriving late in 1825. As depicted on his map, over the rest of the
decade, the territory of Austin’s grant was progressively expanded, as he managed to
attract a further 900 people to his colony. During the same period, other American
impresarios founded colonies, as shown on the map, beginning with “De Witt’s
Colony,” shown on the map just west of Austin’s. While conditions were challenging,
most of these colonies succeeded in establishing permanent settlement. While
technically all new immigrants were to swear allegiance to Mexico as citizens, practice
Roman Catholicism, learn Spanish, and observe a prohibition on slavery, these
stipulations were rarely enforced. Gradually, a new society developed, demographically
and culturally distinct from the rest of Mexico.
Austin’s 1823 grant also required him to produce an accurate general map of
Texas, an effort he pursued diligently. He had a voracious appetite for geographic
information, and solicited land surveyors for any and all plat maps and regional
surveys. His efforts were rewarded by some fine surveys, notably John Kerr’s sketch of
the mouth of the Lavaca River and John Williams’ charting of the region between the
Sabine and Trinity rivers. Additionally, Austin took the time to perform his own
surveys. In 1826, he charted Galveston Island and Bay, and in a separate effort, mapped
the courses of the Colorado and Brazos Rivers. This resulted in his manuscript Map of
Texas by S F Austin, Bexar, August 8, 1827, a distinct improvement over his 1822 map.
Austin also received assistance from an unlikely source. When in 1828 Mexican
president Guadalupe Victoria began to suspect that Anglo-American immigration was a
thinly-veiled endeavor to annex Texas to the United States, he dispatched General
Manuel de Mier y Téran to the region. During his mission, Téran conducted scientific
surveys regulated by astronomical observations. He added some of his findings to a
copy of Fiorenzo Galli’s Texas (1826), which, lithographed in Mexico City, was the first
printed map of Texas, today known in only a single copy. Although Téran and Austin
were supposedly at political cross-purposes, the two men became friends and shared
geographic intelligence, a contribution acknowledged by Austin in the title block of his
1830 map.
In June 1829 Austin sent his finished manuscript map to Henry Schenk Tanner
(1786-1858), who was then the most respected and successful American map publisher,
responsible for such grand projects as A New American Atlas (1819-23). Tanner engaged
Philadelphia engravers John and William Warr, and the first edition was published in
March 1830, printed on thin paper and folded into leather-covered boards.
Fulfilling the condition of his grant, Austin sent another manuscript version of
the map, but with Spanish text, to Mexico City, hoping that it would eventually reach
the desk of President Vincente Guerrero. In doing so, he sought to assure Chapultepec
Palace of his loyalty, writing that:
“I perform this service to my adopted country in deference to the duty of a citizen and in case his
Excellency the president should esteem it proper to command the map to be engraved and
published I grant to the national government for that purpose all the rights to the map which
belong to me by the law as its author.”
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On another occasion, Austin assured the Mexican Treasury Secretary that: “My purpose
[in making the map] has been to add to the fund of geographic knowledge of Mexican
territory, and to make known our beloved Texas to the Mexicans and the world.” It is
not clear what high-level administrators in Mexico City made of the map, and at any
rate they never arranged for its publication.
Indeed, Austin’s map was in effect the centerpiece of a clever double-sided
propaganda campaign. By having the map published and disseminated in the United
States, he hoped to promote Texas and to attract additional American immigrants. On
the other hand, by sending a special copy of the map as a tribute to the Mexican
government, he hoped to assure them of his loyalty, and by extension, that of the AngloTexan colonists in general. He knew that the future of the Texas he wished to create
would be in jeopardy if he did not maintain the tolerance, if not the support, of the
Mexican government.
While Austin was successful in promoting Texas within the United States, he
failed to gain the favor of the Mexican government. The Anglo-American settler
population reached 30,000, outnumbering the Mexican-born citizens by a factor of four
to one. The Mexican government feared that this demographic shift was a threat to its
national security. As the first copies of Austin’s map appeared from Tanner’s press,
President Anastasio Bustamante enacted the new laws of April 6, 1830, which effectively
banned all foreign immigration to Texas. The American settlers in Texas and the
Mexican government were now on a collision course, one that would culminate in war,
independence, and ultimately annexation of Texas to the United States. Austin himself
lived just long enough to see the Republic of Texas declare its independence in 1836.
Austin’s legacy would survive him in the form of his great map. Tanner
published successively updated issues in 1833, 1834, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1839, 1840, 1846,
and 1848. In the early years of the Republic, the Austin map would be imbued with a
new symbolic significance. While the Lone Star Republic maintained de facto
independence, it was never recognized by Mexico and remained under constant threat
of invasion. While the map does not specifically proclaim succession from Mexico, it
nevertheless shows Texas to be a clearly defined and separate political entity, traversed
by the improvement of the Anglo-Texan colonists.
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From Comprehensive Atlas, Geographical, Historical and Commercial by Thomas Gamaliel
Bradford, 1835. First issue of the first separate map of Texas to appear in an atlas
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Republic of Texas and Mexico, 1836, James Wyld
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Republic of Texas, 1835
Sites/facts specific to this historic state map are:
Texas, Indian Territory, Missouri, Louisiana, Part of Mexico, Gulf of Mexico, Red River,
Rio Grande, Colorado River, Arkansas River, Coahuila and Tamaulipas Mexico.
The following towns are featured in this map:
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Montgomery, Bexar, San Antonio, Bastrop, Nashville, Crockett, Beaumont, Richmond,
Jasper, and Austin, Texas (TX), Baton Rouge, New Orleans, and Alexandria, Louisiana
(LA), Lewisburg, Little Rock, Helena, and Batesville, Arkansas (AK), and several other
cities and towns throughout the four states.

Republic of Texas, 1834 (Burr)
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Map of the Republic of Texas by Thomas Gamaliel Bradford, 1838
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Detail of a map showing the Republic of Texas by William Home Lizars, 1836
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E. Gilman, Sketch of Texas with the boundaries of Mexican States as shown on General Austin's
map of Texas published by R. S. Tanner, 1839.
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, G4030 1839 .G5 TIL Vault.
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The Texian leaders at first intended to extend their national boundaries to the Pacific
Ocean, but ultimately decided to claim the Rio Grande as boundary, including much of
New Mexico, which the Republic never controlled. They also hoped, after peace was
made with Mexico, to run a railroad to the Gulf of California to give “access to the East
Indian, Peruvian and Chilean trade.” When negotiating for the possibility of annexation
to the US in late 1836, the Texian government instructed its minister Wharton in
Washington that if the boundary were an issue, Texas was willing to settle for a
boundary at the watershed between the Nueces River and Rio Grande, and leave out
New Mexico. In 1840 the first and only census of the Republic of Texas was taken,
recording a population of about 70,000 people. San Antonio and Houston were recorded
as the largest and second largest cities respectively. As can be observed in the examples
above, the extent of the Republic of Texas was debatable.

Map of the Republic of Texas. The disputed area is in light green,
while the Republic is in dark green.
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Republic of Texas. 1838 by Thomas Gamaliel Bradford
In 1835, Bradford issued a small map of the Texas shortly before it became a Republic. In
1838, Bradford issued his Illustrated Atlas, a much larger and more lavish production,
which included the present map. It also included all of the empresario land grants and
colonies, as well as the early county configurations. The map is updated to include many
of the new towns and place names in the growing Republic, as well as many early roads
and other features. This 1841 edition of Bradford's map is first to show a mix of
Empresario Land Grants and Counties in the Republic of Texas.
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Republic of Texas 1840
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Day-Haghe, 1840, Boundaries of Texas
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Republic of Texas - Arrowsmith 1841
Sites/facts specific to this historic state map are: the Republic of Texas extending into
current New Mexico, with Mexico West to the Pacific Ocean and North to current day
Washington. Two inset include North America West of the Mississippi River including
Mexico and a second of Galveston Bay. Notations for some trails and routes of
exploration are shown, including some with handwritten notation. Waterways include
the Sabine River, Galveston Bay, Gulf of Mexico, Neches River, Trinity River, Red River,
Arkansas River, Brazos River, Colorado River, Guadalupe River, San Antonio River, Rio
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Grande del Norte, Concho River, Colorado River, Canadian River, Concho River, and
many more. Counties in the Eastern portion of the Republic are labeled.
The following towns are featured in this map:
Chihuahua, Pres del Paso del Norte, Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Taos, Saltillo, Monterey,
San Antonio de Bexar, Austin, Bastrop, Nashville, Franklin, Gonzales, Texanna, Victoria,
Goliad, Refugio, Matamoros, Galveston, Montgomery, Liberty, Houston, Clarksville,
Shelbyville, Beaumont, and many others.
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A Map Of The Republic Of Texas And The Adjacent Territories, Indicating The Grants of Land
Conceded Under the Empressario System of Mexico, C.E. Cheffins, 1841
Cheffins map of the Republic of Texas was one of two maps of the Republic included in
Kennedy’s important 1841 book, Texas: the Rise, Progress and Prospects of the Republic of
Texas. This fascinating map appears to be drawn substantially from the 1836
Mitchell/Young map (New Map of Texas with the Contiguous American and Mexican States
by J.H. Young, published by S. Augustus Mitchell). The Mitchell Young map is well known
for its detailed information on the land and land grants. These facts appear to have been
picked up by Cheffins. The map lists all of the Empresario Grants as of 1836, along with
the topographical details, roads, towns and other information supplied in the MitchellYoung Map.
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Republic of Texas Compiled from the latest and best Authorities, 1842, Jeremiah Greenleaf
Greenleaf's map follows the cartographic details David Burr's map of 1833, distinguished as the
first large-scale map of Texas to show all of what would become the Republic of Texas, including
the panhandle and territory up to the Arkansas River. Martin and Martin note
The progress of settlement and the nearly total lack of information in the west, a region
that was to remain primarily the domain of the Comanche and the coyote for another
thirty years. The map shows a combination of early counties and empresario grants,
along with early roads, trails (Santa Fe), forts ("Ft. Houston," "Parker's Fort"), rivers, and
mountains. A number of Indian tribes are shown, including Apaches Faraones, Apaches
Mescateros, and Apaches Mescoleros.
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Central America. Including Texas, California and the Northern States of Mexico ...• Society for
the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. London. c. 1842
A classic moment in the changing West as Texas became its own nation, and the vast portion of
the West was the extended reaches of the Mexican Empire. Covered mostly by a “Nueva
California” that was contained by “Columbia” to the north and the unnamed territories of the
plains and front range, this configuration would be redefined with U.S. expansion. Does include
many of the key roads and trails, including the “Osage Road” to northern Texas, as well as an
unidentified Santa Fe trail, and many connecting roads from Mexico into southern and central
Texas. Approximately 12.5 x 15.75 (inches)
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A Map of Texas and the Counties Adjacent, 1844
1844 Sites/facts specific to this historic state map are:
Adjacent countries include Mexico, Upper California, and the United States. Many of the
Native American tribes are shown with an estimate of their population. Also included
are previous explorer’s routes and year such as the Trail of the Chihuahua Traders from
Fulton in 1840, Gregg's Route to Santa Fe 1839 & 1840, and the Road to Santa Fe laid out
in 1825 from Independence to Taos.
The following towns are featured in this map:
Matamoros, Monterey, San Antonio, Harrisburg, Houston, Austin, Washington,
Clarksville, Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and others.
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Republic of Texas, 1844, Carl Flemming
A highly detailed map of the Republic of Texas, one of the few separately published
maps of the Republic of Texas to appear in a commercial atlas. Flemming’s map of Texas
is often called the “German Arrowsmith map”, from which it derives its cartography.
Texas is shown in its maximum Republic configuration, with 30 counties identified in
outline color. This map is certainly one of, if not the most detailed maps dedicated to the
Republic of Texas to have appeared in an atlas. The map is especially strong in
identifying early roads, rivers, towns and forts often not shown on other contemporary
maps of Texas. Inset of Galveston Bay. The panhandle is divided into 12 sections.
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S. A. Mitchell, [Philadelphia, 1847] Map of Mexico Including Yucatan & Upper California, ...
17.5 x 25 inches.
Texas, California and the Southwest at the time of a significant expansion of the United
States, Texas, Mexico, the Southwest and the Mexican War. Featured is a large inset of
“The Late Battlefield,” depicting the Siege of Monterrey, a turning point in the war. The
battle was a hard-fought American victory, which hinged on the adoption of novel
urban warfare techniques introduced to the U.S. regular army by Texan volunteers. The
map was published just two years after Texas statehood, and it also contains significant
markers of Texas independence won in 1836 with a dated reference to San Jacinto and
another to the Alamo. The map also includes Houston, ten years after its incorporation.
The United States took possession of both Upper California and New Mexico in
1846. This is reflected in the tentative nomenclature for California on the map; it is called
Upper California or New California. The depiction of New Mexico on the map seems
tentative as well, it appears in a most unusual shape as a slender boot of land wedged
between California and Texas. Generally, this is not a detailed map as to place names or
topographic features, hence its emphasis falls on the “Principal Travelling Routes” it
shows throughout. This is the second issue of the map, the first having appeared in 1846;
a later 1847 issue has a different inset.
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S. A. Mitchell, [Philadelphia, 1847] Map of the State of Texas #13
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Arrowsmith, 1843
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Texas in the J.H. Colton, 1848 Map of the United States
Third edition, first being 1846 (according to Ristow, although Karrow only lists an 1847). Texas
is still in large configuration with a panhandle running up to Oregon. California and the Great
Basin are shown only as Upper or New California. Fremont's 1B43 and 1845 maps are
incorporated, but not the 1848 map. The title is in the lower left, with an inset map of the West
Indies and an inset of Newfoundland.
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A New Map of the United States and Mexico Exhibiting the Whole Country .... MONK &
SHERER [Cincinnati, 1850] 39 x 48 inches
Published two years after the Mexican War, the map shows the United States-Mexican
border along the Rio Grande according to the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. The map
also indicates the sites of battles with small American flags. Also, newly acquired
California appears as a massive territory on the map, and the Gold Rush, which began
the year before the map was published, is explicitly referred to on it in a few instances.
The Oregon, Santa Fe, and Salt Lake trails (the latter going from Santa Fe to Los Angeles)
are plotted out on the map, and symbols note important stops along the first two. Many
explorers’ routes, including those of Fremont and Kearny, are also shown.
The map also contains a striking and relatively uncommon depiction of Texas,
which occupies an area much larger than its present size. This oversized Texas existed
for just a brief, five-year period between the time of annexation in 1845 and the
Compromise of 1850, when Texas ceded lands to New Mexico, Colorado, and three
other states and thus contracted to its present size. Dallas, founded in 1841, appears on
the map, six years before its incorporation.
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Tallis’ map of 1851
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A map of the United States, issued prior to the resolution of the Oregon Question, Annexation of
Texas and the completion of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo map of the United States.
The most salient feature of the map are the multiple boundary lines, illustrating:
• Original US Boundary with England in 1783 (blue)
• Supposed boundary of Ancient Louisiana, according to the Patent of Crozat in
1712 and part of the Louisiana Purchase in 1805 (purple)
• Florida Treaties with the US in 1819 and 1828 (gold)
• Convention between US and England in 1818, setting the northern border from
Lake Superior to the Rocky Mountains (orange)
• Line proposed by Great Britain in 1828 to settle Oregon-British Columbia
boundary at Columbia River (red)
• Line proposed by the US in 1824 and 1828 to settle the Oregon-British Columbia
boundary (green)
• Boundary proposed between Mexico and the US by the US in 1835, giving the
northern part of Upper California and part of the future Republic of Texas to the
US (yellow)
• Treaty between Russia and the United States in 1824, the source of the 54° 40"
boundary claim with British Columbia (grey)
• Republic of Texas (thin red line)
This is the first time we have ever seen the Crozat Treaty line articulated on a printed
map, which would have mean that the Louisiana Purchase transferred Texas and a
portion of Coahuila and Nuevo Leon to the United States.
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A New Map of Texas, Oregon and California by S. Augustus Mitchell. 1846
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1846
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Map of Mexico, Texas, Old and New California, 1847
Published during the Mexican-American War, this map shows rivers, lakes, cities,
towns, routes and trails--including the Great Spanish Road to Red River and the routes
of Fremont and Kearney expeditions, battlegrounds, forts, and the American Fur Depot
by the Great Salt Lake [Lake Yuts]. It features a drawing of the Castle of San Juan
D'Ullon and an inset: Plan of Operations at the Battle of Monterey on the 21st, 22nd, and
23rd September 1846.
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State of Texas 1849
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Texas Territory Map - Humphreys 1859
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Texas and Indian Territory 1875
This hand-colored map is by Warner & Beers from H.H. Lloyd & Co.'s Atlas of the United
States shows counties, principle cities, railroads, relief by hachures and rivers. Oklahoma
was still "Indian Territory" and major tribal areas are shown.
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Like many other iconic areas, the shape of the state of Texas is recognizable throughout
the world, just like the shape of Italy, Florida, India, the continent of Africa, etc.
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